ENGLISH

GUIDELINES for car auctions
Sequence:

The auctioning of the items should take place as per the order in which they are
shown in the catalogue.

Bidding:

In order to bid, you need to have a bidder‘s number. You can obtain these at the
pay office about one hour before the auction starts.
In order for you to be registered as a bidder, we require you to complete an
“auction participation “form (available on the site), provide a valid photo
identification and make a deposit of €500.00. In the event that you should not
make a purchase in the auction, your deposit will of course be returned to you.
Without any exception, It is only possible to participate in the auction if
you have been allocated a bidder‘s number!

Increments schedule:The bidding levels increase in fixed increments and the price always increases
in steps of around 10% more than the last bid. The bidding increments can be
found on the back of your bidding number.
(V) next to catalogue number: highest bid + 22% buyer’s premium
Example:
Highest bid
+ 22 % buyer’s premium
Purchase price

€
€
€

1.000,-220,-1.220,--

(+) next to catalogue number: highest bid + 18,34% buyer’s premium + 20% VAT
Example:
Highest bid
€ 1.000,-+ 18,34 % buyer’s premium €
183,-€ 1.183,-+ 20 % VAT
€
237,-Purchase price
€ 1.420,-Payment:

a) Cash payment
b) Cheque with bank guarantee card
c) Down-payment of 50 % of purchase price
Balance by bank transfer or payment within 5 workings days
Payment by credit cards not accepted

Collection:

Handing-over of the vehicle/equipment is only possible after full payment of the
total purchase has been made.

Bid order:

In the event that you cannot attend the auction in person, you can send us a
written absentee bid order plus a copy of photo identification (for example by fax
or e-mail) and the auctioneer will bid on your behalf up to the maximum price on
this order.
The auction commences when there is only one written bid at the bid price and
if there are several written orders it commences at an incremental step above
the second highest bid order.
You will find an appropriate form for this in the catalogue or online. .

Website:

www.dorotheum-fahrzeuge.com
To view the catalogue, click on Auctions - you can then select a catalogue in
PDF format with viewing locations, visiting times and description of the vehicle
or technical equipment items
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